MIZPAH
YOUTH CAMP
ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION- AND CONFERENCE CENTRE
THE MANAGER
P.O. Box 283
Grabouw 7160 R.S.A.
Telephone: 021 846 8224 / 072 6584792
E-mail: info@mizpah.org.za
Web: www.mizpah.org.za
GENERAL INFORMATION
1

LOCATION

The MIZPAH Environmental Education- and Conference Centre are situated in the Kogelberg Biosphere
Reserve, ±8 km from the N2 highway near Grabouw. The road leading to the Centre is tarred except for
the last 2.5 km. The camp lies on the bank of the Kogelberg Dam, surrounded by mountains and
beautiful indigenous “Fynbos” vegetation. The nearby Palmiet Hydro-electric Power Station is a popular
visiting point for groups visiting MIZPAH.
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FACILITIES

The Centre consist of 11 huts with 2 bedrooms, toilet, shower (hot and cold water) and a spacious closed
veranda. Every bedroom has two double deck bunks and two single beds with mattresses; shelves for
clothes and a wash basin, on the veranda there is one double deck bunk or two single beds (Total Beds =
149). The central building complex consist of a large hall; a kitchen, equipped with all cooking utensils; a
conference hall, equipped with the necessary apparatus and seating for ± 50 persons; braai facilities and
ablution facilities. In front of the main building is a swimming pool and lawn where visitors can relax.
Bedding, cutlery and crockery can be hired (fees available on request)
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ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION / OUTDOOR EDUCATION

The dam and the nearby Berg River offer not only a beautiful view but is also ideal for the studying of
water ecology, geographical phenomena and man’s dependence on nature. Opportunities to get to know
the fauna and flora of the reserve are abundant. The variety of “Fynbos” around the camp makes it easy
to get an idea of the vast diversity of plants in the reserve. The hiking trails and various footpaths offer
even more to enjoy for the more energetic persons
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FACILITATOR

The services of trained facilitators and educationists, can be organized for visiting groups. Please contact
the camp manager for information. External facilitators set their own fees and you pay them directly.
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ADVANTAGES OF A VISIT TO MIZPAH





The centre is not a holiday resort where the public have unrestricted access to the terrain;
an island situation can be created.
One of the most important advantages is the fact that MIZPAH is centrally situated (Cape
Town is only 70 km. from the centre, Stellenbosch 50 km., Worcester 100 km., Swellendam
140 km.), but remote enough to have quietness and peace.
Good, clean facilities and services are available at affordable tariffs.
The environment is peaceful and the fauna and flora is unique.
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SUMMARY

We have the facilities, the equipment and the knowledge to assist you. To get more information, to
organise an appointment or to visit us is as easy as to phone us. We would like to make your task easier
FEES FROM 1 JANUARY 2022
Rates are for 2 nights(weekend or mid-week)
Minimum of 40 people per camp mid-week and 60 people over weekends
Adults: R400.00
School-going children: R210.00

Please note:
Number of chalets will be determined by dividing number of paying campers by 12, extra chalets may be
hired at R110.00 each per weekend.
If someone wants to spend the day with a camp a day fee of R90 would be applicable
Bedding for 100 persons can be hired at R80.00/pp for the weekend
Crockery and cutlery for 100 persons can be hired for R40/pp for the weekend
All bedding and crockery and cutlery must be booked at least 14 days before a camp commence
Conference facilities:
R900.00 per weekend
Self-catering Guesthouse: (accommodate 2 guests)
R 530.00 per day (Low Season) R780.00 per day (High Season)
Fully equipped; no TV or Radio available; Refundable deposit of R250.00 payable at time of booking.
Terms and conditions:


A deposit of R6 000.00 in high season and R4000 in low season is applicable. Bookings
will only be confirmed when payment was done and confirmed. Any damage to buildings
and equipment of Mizpah Youth Camp will be covered by the deposit.. Deposit will be paid
back if all is in order after the camp.



Cancelations-cancelations must be done a minimum of 12 weeks before the arrival date of
a camp. A R2000 cancelation fee will then be deducted from the deposit and the balance
will be paid back.. if a cancelation or date change take place less than 12 weeks before the
arrival date of a camp will the full deposit be non-refundable.

Deposits can be paid in the following account:
FNB
Acc:. 62090123755
Branch: 200312
Current account
Reference: Intuition Name.

